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Retired scientist / professor Consolidated Remuneration

Applications are invited (by post only) from retired scientist / professor for the appointment of contractual consultant for the period of one year in Institute of Material Science.

Essential Qualification:-

1. Retired scientist / professor with high academic excellence (1st class carrier in physics with Ph.D degree from reputed organization) having research experience in the area of experimental material physics / condense matter physics with research paper publications in international journals and experience of guiding Ph. D research scholars in the area of ferroelectrics and multiferroics.

Salary:-
Pay minus pension scheme shall be applied for fixing the remuneration of the consultant.

Applications with complete bio-data and research experience / field of research / No. of the research publications in international journals / Ph. D student guided in physics may be sent (hard copy only) to the Director, Institute of Materials Science, Bhubaneswar at the above mentioned address within fifteen days from the date of advertisement. Only short listed candidates will be called for interview. No TA/DA is admissible for attending interview.
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